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Welliver

The Face of Bedlam: Madness, Gender, and Social Mores in Jacobean Drama

"The Jacobean stage was, and remains,
distinguished by unusual abnormality, extravagance,
and bombastic utterance " (Reed I) .
Introduction

Spectacular images of madness and villainy characterized the Jacobean stage. Amidst the
grief of losing beloved Queen Elizabeth I and the turmoil of James I's early years as king, the
spirit of drama shifted so that, as Una Ellis-Fermor explains, Elizabethans' love of life
transformed into a Jacobean preoccupation with death. Her book The Jacobean Drama: An

Interpretation examines this transition, exploring Jacobean playwrights ' heightened dramatic
presentations as social commentary. During this period, Machiavellian villains became standard
on the stage; dramatic plots became overtly violent, even satanic. One of the most striking and
well-studied developments during this time was the presentation of madness on the stage. John
Webster' s The Duchess of Malfi and Thomas Middleton and William Rowley ' s The Changeling
both contain sensational depictions of madness that epitomize the Jacobean period. In the former,
a group of madmen are sent to torment a prisoner; they are a "wild consort" that produces
" nothing but noise and folly" (4.2.1; 4.2.5). Half of the latter play takes place in a madhouse
where patients shout nonsense from offstage and other characters mimic their antics. The
spectacle of madness onstage displays Jacobean society's obsession with mental disturbance, but
is not as simple as it first appears.
This mad spectacle is not the only type of madness presented in these two plays. When
closely examined, the plays present a spectrum of early modern ideas about madness, revealing
ideological disagreements about whether madness resulted from social, sexual, moral , or
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individual disease. While The Changeling and The Duchess of Malji appear to be thematically
identical, a close inspection of their ideas about mental illness shows that The Duchess of Malji
is challenging the conventional ideas of madness that The Changeling presents. This challenge
suggests a cultural tension over definitions of female sexuality and madness. Both The

Changeling and The Duchess of Malji use Bedlamite madness as a critique on societal moral
depravity, but The Changeling also provides another, more complex idea of madness, extending
depravity to an individual: Beatrice-Joanna. In contrast to the madmen, Beatrice's madness
represents the conventional Renaissance view of insanity as immorality; her sexually desirous
female body is immoral in itself, and it also acts as a catalyst for her violent actions. In contrast,

The Duchess ofMalji rejects the conventional conflation of madness and female sexuality
expressed in The Changeling and thus complicates the standard Renaissance definitions of
insanity. The Duchess herself is overtly sexual, but also a symbol of grace and dignity, and
through her example the play detaches depravity from the female desiring body. Instead , The

Duchess of Malji attaches depravity to the male sexual obsession that Ferdinand exemplifies. His
character further complicates The Changeling's portrayal of madness by not only attaching
sexual depravity to males, but also by mingling individual moral depravity with the spectacle of
Bedlamite madness.
Bedlamite Madness as Satire
Raving Bedlam1tes are the most iconic depictions of madness in Jacobean drama, and
both these plays provide examples of their absurd spectacles separate from the more disturbing
madness of Beatrice and Ferdinand. Although the sensational madness in these plays derives
from fictional asylums roughly based on Bethlehem Hospital, the accuracy of these depictions
has always been contested. In medieval times, Bethlehem was a church-run charitable institution
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for the sick poor. Over the centuries, as it changed hands from church to city to crown and back
again, the institution became the notorious Bedlam, hospital for the mentally disturbed. Many
scholars still believe that citizens of early modem London visited Bedlam for entertainment
purposes, enjoying the histrionics of the mad patients. Critic Robert Reed supports this line of
thought in his 1952 book Bedlam on the Jacobean Stage, which argues that stage representations
such as those in The Changeling and The Duchess of Malji were historically accurate. Although
Reed provides evidence of Bedlam's monetary funds, presumably obtained through entrance fees
to the hospital's "show," much of his evidence stems solely from the portrayal of Bedlam and the
mentally ill on the stage. Little documentation remains from the original hospital, and therefore
Reed argues that looking to dramatic representations may give scholars a fuller idea of the
realities of Bedlam. The fallacy of this logic shows that his evidence is sparse and his argument
weak. In contrast, Carol Thomas Neely's 2004 book Distracted Subjects: Madness and Gender
in Shakespeare and Early Modern Culture argues that the insanity depicted on the stage in
Jacobean England did not accurately represent the realities of Bedlam. Indeed, she asserts that
"[t]he lack of ... any information whatsoever about [Bedlam's] interior or its inhabitants
suggests that few visitors went there" (175). Neely's evidence is much more consistent and
believable, meaning that dramatic depictions of madness did not mimic reality, but enhanced it to
create absurd spectacles for the amusement of Jacobean audiences. This is the case in both The
Duchess of Malji and The Changeling. The madmen in these plays are not real characters, but
metaphorical representations of madness and satirizations of societal depravity.
The lack of individuality among the cartoon-like "Madmen" in The Duchess of Malji and
The Changeling presents these characters as a sort of social satire. Every character termed
"madman" within these two plays is an absurd caricature of psychological disturbance. Neither
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The Changeling nor The Duchess of Malji grants patients of the madhouse any name other than
the generic grouping "Madmen," suggesting that these characters are not supposed to be
individuals but generic satirizations. Even when the madmen have their own lines, which is
infrequent, they are called merely "Madman 1" and "Madman 2." Their categorization gives the
group a symbolic nature; they do not contain any sort of selfhood, but are representative of a
nonspecific understanding of Bedlamite madness, a caricature of the foibles of society. In both
plays, these groups from the madhouse are also only male. They are madmen, not patients,
individuals, or even women. At the time men held the power in society, whether as heads of
households or of states, and thus the madmen can be read as caricatures of men in society. The
simplicity of the terminology used to describe asylum patients does not suggest any reality to the
madness they depict. Instead, it shows that the madmen are mere symbols of societal absurdities.
The satire of these madmen extends beyond society in general to ethnic and professional
gro ups. In The Changeling, there is one madman, possibly the only one with an individual
personality , whose main purpose is to poke fun at Welshmen. Editor Michael Neill explains this
madman 's cry of "Cat-whore, cat-whore! Her Parmesan, her Parmesan! " as an expression of the
man 's fury at his cat for allowing a mouse to steal his cheese ( 1.2.191 ). The character represents
the stereotype of a cheese-loving Welshman; he is absurd, distorted to mock reality rather than
represent it. Similarly, Webster's madmen in The Duchess of Malfi parody particular earlymodem professionals. Though Webster provides no names for his madmen, he does give each a
specific vocation. They are introduced as "a mad lawyer and a secular priest, / A doctor," "an
astrologian," "an English tailor," "a gentleman usher," and a "farmer," yet this specificity does
not give them any more individuality than "Madman l " and "Madman 2" in Th e Changeling
(4.2.44-54). Just like Middleton and Rowley 's madmen, Webster' s function as generalizations to
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satirize society. As editor Leah S. Marcus explains, many of the mad professionals represented in

The Duchess of Malfi were frequently the butts of jokes during the time period. Onstage, lawyers
were often mad "as though the enormous lies allegedly required in the normal conduct of the
profession regularly led to a disconnection from reality" (272n). The fact that the lawyer's
madness, and presumably that of the other six professionals, is intended to be humorous suggests
that they are mere comedic devices used to mock the folly of society.
Multiple characters in The Changeling pretend to be mad, further satirizing society and
madness itself. The characters of Antonio and Franciscus in The Changeling wear a guise of
madness in order to enter Alibius's asylum and theoretically seduce the beautiful Isabella. Like
the real patients of the hospital, the false madmen are mere caricatures of madness. In Act III ,
scene ii , Antonio immediately changes from rambling fool to eloquent lover when Lollio runs to
attend to the other patients. Antonio tells Isabella that she should"[ c]ast no amazing eye upon
this change," because his " shape of folly" was only a "shroud" (3.2.114-116). He is capable of
instantaneously altering his conduct, in a sense "wearing" madness when it suits him and
dropping it when it does not. Both Franciscus and Antonio easily mirror the symptoms of
insanity, and few characters can tell the difference between true and feigned madness. Indeed, all
Franciscus really does to appear mad is giggle periodically and pretend he is oblivious to reality.
The demonstration of false madness both Franciscus and Antonio provide suggests that insanity
is not an iliness in this play, but a commentary on the ways in which society treats madness. The
fact that Lollio and Alibius accept the false madmen into the madhouse suggests not only their
complete incompetence, but also their moral corruption. Alibi us frequently speaks of the money
he makes from hi s asylum, and at one point mentions his intention to use the patients as
entertai nment at Beatrice-Joan na' s wedding because he and Lollio "shall have coin and credit for
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[their] pains"; his main purpose in running an asylum is monetary gain, not helping the needy
(4.3.202). Here the absurd madness not only mocks societal absurdities, but also reveals
corruption.
In The Changeling, it is not only the depictions of madmen themselves that satirize
societal depravity, but also the antics of everyone within the madhouse setting. Lollio's discourse
with every character in the asylum includes some reference to his own madness or foolishness or
that of other supposedly sane characters. When Antonio is first admitted to the asylum in Act I,
Lollio speaks to Antonio's friend Pedro about curing "Tony's" madness. Lollio claims he will
"make [Tony] fit to bear office in five weeks," and will "undertake to wind him up to the wit of a
constable" (1.2.118-9). Similar to Webster' s introduction of his madmen, Lollio's speech here
clearly ridicules a specific group, suggesting that the purpose of these patients is only satirical
entertainment. His implication that government officials are only slightly less mad than a man
admitted to an asylum mocks the legal system rather than exhibiting madness as a disease. Lollio
continues with his jokes, saying that bringing Tony up to the sanity of "a head borough, beadle,
or watchman were but little better than he is" (1.2.121-2). Again, he mocks the foundation of
society by implying that civil servants are hardly saner than Tony is. Lollio also uses Isabella's
character to belittle the seriousness of madness as a disease. After reading Franciscus's love
letter to Isabella, Lollio says that she "can cure madmen and fools faster than [he and Alibius] ,
with little pains too" (4.3.29-30). Here he implies that her beauty, which inspires Franciscus and
Antonio to discard their masks of madness, is capable of curing insanity better than the men
entrusted to manage the asylum. This implication condemns Lollio himself as well as society in
general for failing to appropriately administer asylums.
The Changeling and Female Depravity
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While these Bedlamite spectacles are the most obvious form of madness in these plays,
upon close inspection it becomes clear that The Changeling presents two categories of madness:
Bedlam satire and individual depravity. The wild antics of the asylum inmates satirize society as
a whole and the absurdities of human nature. In contrast, the subtler madness that BeatriceJoanna displays explores the intricacies of individual human depravity . Her madness is not loud
or blatant like that of the asylum inmates; instead of representing the obvious imperfections of
society, her character allows the play to explore deeper and more complex societal issues such as
female sexuality and deviancy.
Critics have noticed Beatrice's unique moral and psychological position, making it one of
the major themes running through twentieth century criticism of the play, though critics also
discuss the play ' s double-plot structure and the theme of secrets and symbols. M. C. Brad brook,
Richard Levin, and Nicholas Brooke all argue that The Changeling's two plots inform one
another; the themes in the subplot satirize and thus emphasize the themes of the main plot. On
the other hand , Leo Salingar, T. McAlindon, and Robert Ornstein all believe that the plot is
disjointed and nonsensical. Bruce Boehrer, Lisa Hopkins, and Michael Neill all examine the
motif of secrets within the play, with Hopkins and Neill both exploring the play 's use of
symbolism in conjunction with this theme. Anne Lancashire studies Vermandero's castle as a
symbol of Beatrice 's moral decline while Mohammed Kowsar reads it as a symbol of patriarchal
power. Many critics have examined the psychology of this play, and specifically that of BeatriceJoanna. Robe1i Jordan, for example, analyzes character psychology through the lens of myth.
Most applicable to my own study is Michael Neill's examination of the play's psychology using
Robert Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy. Neill studies the ways in which The Changeling
portrays "erotic passion as a disease of the mind" and looks closely at the " relationship between
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love and madness" (xvi). Neill comes closest to my reading of the play, yet he does not examine
Beatrice specifically nor does he place her madness in the context of societal expectations and
fears of female sexuality.
Ideas of madness during the Renaissance often included the sort of raving lunatic antics
that the madmen in both The Changeling and The Duchess of Malji exemplify. While these
satirical figures of madness provide entertainment through spectacle, The Changeling also
provides another understanding of early modem madness in Beatrice-Joanna. As an
individualized example of madness, Beatrice represents a traditional understanding of insanity as
a sort of moral depravity. The play uses Beatrice to characterize madness as female sexual
depravity manifested as the early modem concept of lovesickness. Lovesickness was generally
considered a physiological disorder, with symptoms including palpitating heart, insomnia, and
headaches (Neely 101 ). Neely describes it as "a somatic disease of inflamed and congested
genitals leading to disordered fantasy" that is "[ c]haracterized by uncontrolled erotic desires for
unconventional or unattainable objects" (99). Beatrice suffers from "disordered fantasy" as she
habitually detaches herself from reality to the point that she cannot fully acknowledge the
consequences of her actions or even the part she plays in murder. She also sustains "erotic
desires for unconventional or unattainable objects"; she wants men she cannot have, including
Alsemero, and she harbors an unacknowledged desire for her father's sinister servant, Deflores.
While Deflores is of a lower social status than Beatrice, his character itself is more disturbing
than his status because he is obsessed with Beatrice to an alarming extent: he not only agrees to
commit murder for her, but says it is "a service that [he] kneel[ s] for" (2.2.117). Beatrice's
constantly changing erotic desires display how little control she has over her sexuality, which
associates her with this definition of lovesickness, but also suggests general immorality.
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As Mara Amster explains in her essay "Legibility of the Virgin Body," English society in
the early modem era greatly feared female sexuality. In cases of suspected infidelity, courts
would appoint midwives to examine a woman ' s body in an attempt to determine whether or not
she was virtuous, and the idea that no visible sign of virginity truly existed disturbed many
people (214). Further illustrating this point, in her essay '"I'll Want My Will Else': 'The
Changeling' And Women 's Complicity With Their Rapists," Deborah Burks examines the way
in which English law dealt with rape in the early modem period. British society, especially the
upper class, feared women's sexuality so completely that the law often laid the blame for sexual
assaults on the victims themselves, assuming that the woman was desirous and thus allowed the
assault to occur. Beatrice-Joan na is a clear representation of British society's fear of lusty
women, and this immorality extends to deceit and murder justified by desire. In this way,
Beatrice represents the conventional early modem idea of female madness as immorality
manifested in the desiring female body.
Beatrice's actions at the beginning of the play demonstrate both the unpredictability and
the strength of her erotic desires . Only five days after her betrothal to Piracquo, Beatrice decides
that Alsemero is "the man was meant me" ( 1.1.81 ). Saying her "eyes were mistaken," she
suggests that she was once attracted to Piracquo and is no longer; the sight of Alsemero has
driven all desire for Piracquo out of her mind (1.1.80). She later comments more directly on her
sudden change of preference, saying that Alsemero caused a "giddy turning" in her ( 1.1.150).
The term "giddy" most likely meant "whirling" or "dizzy" here, but according to the Oxford
English Dictionary, one of the first meanings of the word was "mad" (OED). At the very least,
Beatrice felt a dizzying shift as her desire suddenly transfened from one man to another; it is
even possible she felt the shift affect her sanity. Later in the scene, Beatrice further demonstrates
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the intensity of her sudden change in affection. Hoping to get her father to invite Alsemero to the
castle, Beatrice tells Vermandero that her new love is "much desirous/ To see your castle"
(1.1.149-50). Though this statement appears normal and innocent, the enjambment alters the
meaning. Beatrice ends line 149 by saying "I find him much desirous" ( 1.1.149). The line breaks
in such a way that the second half of her sentence, "To see your castle," feels like an afterthought
( 1.1.150). Her language throughout this scene emphasizes her preoccupation with her own sexual
desire and thus her madness .
Beatrice displays the danger of her intense desire when she rejects reason and embraces
extreme measures to attain her sexual goals. Discussing Beatrice's engagement to another man,
Alsemero proposes a plan to legitimize their relationship: he will challenge Piracquo to a duel.
Alsemero introduces the idea as a show of "valour," which he believes to be the "honourablest
piece about man" (2.2.27). Although he wishes to be with Beatrice, he intends to achieve his goal
through honorable means. Beatrice, however, immediately rejects the idea. She claims that such
an endeavor would "keep [her fear] flaming" because it would either result in Alsemero's death
or his arrest (2.2.30). Here, Beatrice appears reasonable. She does not want her lover to engage
in a fight and ruin his life. Her solution, however, reveals the twisted nature of her desire. Rather
than having Alsemero challenge Piracquo to a duel , or even honoring her engagement and
marrying him, Beatrice decides that she will hire Deflores to kill Piracquo instead. She calls
Deflores a ''good ... markei" thai she regrets "scorn[ingJ" now that she realizes he can be of use
to her sexual endeavor (2.2.42). Logically, Beatrice's plan works: Alsemero will be in no danger
and Piracquo will certainly be out of the way. However, the ease with which she decides to hire a
man to murder her fiance is unsettling. Her actions and motivation demonstrate the extent of her
immorality and designate her insane.
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Although Beatrice's desire for Alsemero shows a hint of her sexual deviancy, the true
problem lies with her latent attraction to Deflores. When deciding to use Deflores to get rid of
Piracquo, she compares the two men, referring to both as "poison[s]" and saying she will "[k]eep
one to expel another" (2.2.45-6). Although she speaks of both men as distasteful to her, at one
point she felt some attraction to Piracquo; in Act I she refers to him as her "saint," the "object of
her adoration" (1.1.148). Her comparison of Piracquo and Deflores, then, suggests that she also
feels some attraction to the latter. Even in her aside, when speaking of her plans to manipulate
De fl ores, her hatred of him is doubtful. The beginning of her speech, "put case I loathed him,"
suggests a hypothetical situation rather than a certainty; she does not state her hatred as fact, but
as a supposition (2.2.66). As her aside continues, she further demonstrates her desire by saying
she will "serve [her] turn upon [Deflores]" (2.2.69). Although Beatrice uses this phrase to mean
she will use Deflores to achieve her will, editor Michael Neill points out that the phrase also
contains a sexual innuendo further suggesting Beatrice has an unacknowledged desire for
Deflores (2.2.69). The attraction between them becomes clearer as Beatrice introduces her idea
for murder to Deflores and the two begin to share lines. From line 97 to 146, when Beatrice
exits, the two share lines consistently, creating a rhythm between them and emphasizing the
disturbing content of their conversation. Beatrice tells Deflores to "take [Piracquo] to thy fury,"
and Deflores responds, "I thirst for him" (2.2.33). There is obvious truth in Beatrice's desire to
get ?iracquo out of the way, and the shared line emphasizes the ruthlessness of both characters.
Throughout the scene, Beatrice is actively manipulating Deflores in an attempt to achieve her
sexual goals while at the same time revealing her attraction to him, increasing the extent of her
sexual aberrancy and further illustrating her lovesick madness.
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Beatrice's unacknowledged sexuality, even clearer in her initial interactions with
Deflores, leads her to disconnect from reality. When explaining her hatred of Deflores to
Alsemero in Act I, Beatrice calls it her "infirmity," a word that can mean both "weakness" and
"sickness" ( 1.1.105 ; 11 n) . Although the "weakness" Beatrice intends is her inability to restrain
her hatred of the man, obsessive love, such as the attraction she feels for Deflores, is also a
weakness. The second possible meaning of this word, "sickness," suggests that sexual desire is
an illness of sorts. Similarly, in Act II, Beatrice comments that Deflores's presence always
" leave[ s] [her] trembling of an hour after" (2.1.90). Although she believes this trembling
signifies her fear of Deflores, it also suggests lust. As Neill explains, "desire is figured as an
illness" throughout the play, as her use of the word " infirmity" also suggests (34n). Here the
connection to the early modem idea of lovesickness is especially clear as this example maintains
the idea of intense erotic desire manifesting physically. Beatrice's eroticism is not the only
manifestation of her madness ; she also disconnects herself from reality to the point that she
refuses to acknowledge even the possibility that her physical reaction to Deflores could be
anything other than loathing and fear. In another reference to the servant, Beatrice says that the
"ominous, ill -faced fellow more disturbs me I Than all my other passions" (2.1.53-4). This
phrase suggests that Deflores's presence disrupts Beatrice's peace of mind more than anything
else. Indeed, her use of the word "passions" implies that he overshadows not only menial tasks
and events, but also the people and activities m which she is most invested. Her attraction to
Deflores is an illness that she tries and fails to fight off; it is a form of lovesickness that feeds
into a conventional understanding of madness.

It is not merely the intensity of her attachment and her denial of it that makes her
attraction to Deflores disturbing; the servant's obsessive and manipulative nature makes him an
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unsettling subject of anyone 's desire. Deflores is obsessed with Beatrice and her sexuality. Early
in the play , he admits to the audience that "[s]ome twenty times a day ... / [he] force[s] errands,
frame[s] ways and excuses/ To come into her sight" knowing full well that she despises him and
will rail at him for being near her (2.1.29-31 ). When Beatrice drops her glove in Act I, Deflores
picks it up and tries to put it on his own hand, relishing any distant contact he can have with her.
He acknowledges here as well that he knows Beatrice despises him, but says he "cannot choose
but love her" ( 1.1.228). Although his infatuation alone does not signify a mental disturbance in
him, the immediacy with which he agrees to murder for Beatrice does. When Beatrice asks him
to kill Piracquo, Deflores agrees without a thought, saying he has "thought on" his reward and
" know[ s] it will be precious" (2.2.130-2). Here Deflores shows signs of sexual deviancy himself,
accepting such an assignment solely because he believes he will receive a sexual reward for it.
Indeed , he says that the deed is " but light and cheap/ For the sweet recompense, that I set down
for't" (3 .3 .19-20). Afier murdering Piracquo, Deflores returns to Beatrice and demands his due,
telling her " [i]fl enjoy thee not, ... / I' ll blast the hopes and joys of marriage,/ I'll confess all my life I rate at nothing" (3.3.147-9). Not only does he threaten her future here, but claims that
he would rather sacrifice his life to destroy hers than accept money as his only payment. The
extent of Deflores 's own depravity and the ease with which he commits violent acts to achieve
his desires makes him a very unconventional subject of desire.
Despite Beatrice' s initial disgust toward Defiores 's carnal demand and the apparent
trauma of their sexual encounter, her attachment to him only increases, displaying the extent of
both her sexual abe1nncy and her detachment from reality . Rather than being more repulsed by
Deflores than she was before, Beatrice apparently makes him a confidante and co-conspirator.
Deflores scolds her for not seeking hi s "counsel ," implying that the relationship between the two
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is one of intimate friendship rather than rapist and victim (5.1.21). Beatrice maintains the tone of
their discourse by asking Deflores to " [a]dvise" her and saying that there would be "no counsel
safe else" (5.1.27-8). Despite their violent history and her knowledge of Deflores's manipulation,
his is the only advice she feels safe accepting. Beatrice comments that she is "forced to love
[Deflores] now" because he "provid 'st so carefully for [her] honour" (5.1.48-9). Her new
apparent " love" for the man is disturbing, her reasoning, more so. She claims that her attraction
to Deflores stems from his devotion to protecting her honor, yet he is the one who ruined her
honor in the first place. Though Beatrice proposed Piracquo 's murder, Deflores carried it out and
thus began hi s mistress 's fight to maintain her reputation . The reward he required for his murder
of Piracquo further besmirched Beatrice's character, so the fact that Beatrice praises him for
fighting to maintain it illustrates her slowly increasing disconnection from reality amidst the
lovesick fantasy she created. Her newfound attraction to him also recalls Burks' explanation of
the early modern conception of rape: in many ways Beatrice is indeed complicit with her rapist.
Beatrice initiated their interaction, likely aware of Deflores's obsession with her, but so
desperate to rid herself of Piracquo that she did not consider the consequences. Also, although
her words initially imply horror at Deflores 's demand, by the end of Act III it is unclear whether
or not Beatrice still resists his advances. Even if she does, her actions and words in Act V clearly
show that their sexual encounter has brought the two closer and made Beatrice more attracted to
Defiores than before. Her deviancy peaks at this point; she is the epitome of female sexual
corruption and thus a prime example of the early modern understanding of madness as female
desiring.
Complicating Madness in The Ducliess of Ma/fl
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While The Changeling presents one interpretation of female sexuality in the Jacobean
era, The Duchess of Malfi complicates this understanding through the figure of the Duchess
herself. Throughout the century that academics have been studying The Duchess of Malfi, no one
has looked at the Duchess herself in the context of sexual deviancy and madness. Academic
study of the play began in 1905, and this criticism focused mostly on Webster himself, the
process of writing the play, and only peripherally on the gender and class issues it confronted.
Over the years, many critics have focused on the form of the play, saying it is disjointed or goes
on for too long. W. A. Edwards, L. G. Salingar, and M. C. Bradbrook all discuss Webster' s form.
Later critics such as J. R. Mulryne, Jacqueline Pearson, and Lee Bliss approach the play as a
tragicomedy in which the complexities of life manifest.
As early as 1914, critics began discussing the moral position of the play. C. V. Boyer
claims the play has a "clear moral vision," while Ian Jack claims that the inconsistencies of the
play create " no moral vision" at all (Gunby 19; 23). From the mid-1930s to the late 1940s, the
morality argument morphed into religious readings. During this time critics began reading the
play in the context of England ' s move away from Catholicism and toward Protestantism. In
1964, two new editions of the play came out, furthering the discussion of Christianity in The

Duchess of Malfi. John Russell Brown, editor of the Revels Plays Series edition, believed that the
play provided no moral message whatsoever; Elizabeth Brennan, however, the editor of the New
Mermaids edition, claimed that there was a strong Christian message throughout the play. The
debate continued through the decade, with Peter Murray, Dominic Baker-Smith, D. C. Gunby,
and Betty-Aime Doebler contributing to the conversation, some asserting Catholicism had a
major role in the play, others that Protestantism did . None of the discussions of morality include
in-depth examinations of female sexuality in relation to madness.
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In the 1980s, feminist approaches to The Duchess of Malfi became prevalent. Charlotte
Spivack and Lisa Jardine contributed to this conversation, discussing the strength of the
Duchess 's character as both a political figure and a woman. This discussion has continued into
the twenty-first century, with Linda Woodbridge, Jennifer Panek, Marliss Desens, and Ina
Habermann all examining female roles in The Duchess of Malfi. Many believe that the Duchess
herself represents women's struggle within the patriarchal system of early modem England,
exemplifying women's attempt to exert power over their own lives, both politically and sexually.
Woodbridge and Panek among others examine the Duchess 's sexuality, including her status as
"lusty widow." This stream of thought focuses especially on gender and class roles and the
interplay between the two in The Duchess of Malfi. Although feminist theory focuses on the
Duchess and her sexuality, none connect this subject to early modem conceptions of madness or
compare Webster's portrayal of feminine sexuality to that of Middleton and Rowley .
In contrast to The Changeling's depiction of morally deviant women, The Duchess of

Malfi po11rays female desire as healthy and thus introduces a cultural conflict surrounding early
modem ideas of female sexuality. In Act I, the Duchess proves that her sexuality is not deviant,
as her brothers believe, but a sincere form of love. Unlike Beatrice's obsessive desire for
Alsemero and unacknowledged attraction to the depraved Deflores, the Duchess openly
acknowledges and embraces her love for Antonio. The two share lines throughout the second
half of Act I, signifying the intimacy of their relationship. In contrast to the lines Beatrice shares
with Deflores, though, the Duchess and Antonio do not discuss sexual or violent acts. Instead
they talk of love and honor. The Duchess tells Antonio that he is "a complete man" who should
not "darken . .. [his] worth" by considering himself unworthy of her affection (1.2.343-6). Their
interaction emphasizes the purity of their love and its ability to overcome class differences.
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While Beatrice and Deflores ' s relationship crosses those same class lines, it is based not on
mutual admiration but on fear, violence, and obsession. These plays, produced around the same
time, thus exemplify vastly different ideas about female sexuality. Generally, as Frances Dolan
explains in her book Dangerous Familiars: Representations of Domestic Crime in England

1550-1 700, Renaissance literature portrayed women and servants as the perpetrators of domestic
crimes rather than the victims. Th e Changeling reinforces this assertion by positioning BeatriceJoanna and Deflores in obvious criminal roles. The Duchess of Malfi , however, questions this
standard view of women and servants by showing the sanctity of the Duchess and Antonio ' s
relationship and instead criminalizing Ferdinand ' s sexual obsession. In contrast to most works of
the time period, Th e Duchess of Malfi thus makes a sexually deviant, upper class man the cause
of death and destruction .
Though the majority of The Duchess of Malfi criticism discusses the role of the Duchess
herself or the general message of the play , some critics have focused on Ferdinand. In 1927, F. L.
Lucas became the first critic to suggest that Ferdinand had an incestuous attraction to the
Duchess. Lucas, however, was not fully convinced of the validity of this idea and believed that it
was inessential to the play as a whole; thus, he did not explore this line of thought in detail
(Gunby 22). Over twenty years later, in 1951 , Clifford Leech reexamined Lucas ' s suggestion that
Ferdinand is sexually attracted to the Duchess and became the first critic to support this
argument. Unlike Lucas, Leech beiieved that Ferdinand ' s underlying psychology, and thus his
erotic desire for his sister, was important to the play. Rather than looking at Ferdinand's mental
disturbance from an early modem perspective, however, Leech applied more modem
psychological ideas to Ferdinand ' s character. I will argue, however, that the extent of
Ferdinand ' s erotic desire, his violence, and even his dissociation from reality mimic Beatrice' s
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lovesick state. Both exemplify immorality and sexual depravity, but the fact that The Duchess of

Malfi characterizes these traits in a male distinguishes it from other Jacobean works and
demonstrates the complexity of Renaissance ideas of madness and sexuality.
One way in which Ferdinand's madness mirrors that of Beatrice is the way it manifests
through carnal language. In the beginning of The Duchess of Malji, Ferdinand demonstrates his
intention to control his sister' s love life to the point where she has none. In Act I, he warns the
widowed Duchess that marrying again would "poison [her] fame," and argues that the "joys" of
matTiage " are like heavy sleeps,/ Which do forerun man's mischief' (1.2.240-2). While at this
early point in the play his concerns appear legitimate, his warning in itself is sexual. He does not
warn his sister against men who want only her money or title; indeed he warns her only against
the appearance of sexual indulgence. In addition, his language draws on both violent and erotic
imagery. Ferdinand's concept of "poison[ing]" his sister, metaphorically or otherwise,
foreshadows the violence that he will eventually transfer to the Duchess' s love affair. In
conjunction, his word choice eroticizes marriage; he talks of "lustful pleasures" and " mischief'
when describing the sexuality of marriage rather than describing it as a sacred union ( 1.2.241-2).
Even in this early stage of the play, Ferdinand's discussion of the Duchess and her marital status
implies more than a brotherly interest in her romantic pursuits. Here he emphasizes the
Duchess's sexuality, but does so in a way that removes the focus from the Duchess's morality
and brands Ferdinand the sexual deviant.
Unlike Beatrice, the only way in which the Duchess represents sexual deviancy is in
Ferdinand's depraved mind. The Cardinal criticizes Ferdinand for his impassioned speech about
the Duchess's sexual exploits, comparing himself to Ferdinand and saying that he "can be angry /
Without this rupture" (2.5.55-6) . While Ferdinand rants about their sister's behavior, asserting
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that only her "whore's blood" can " quench [the] wild fire" of his rage, the Cardinal remains calm
and comments on the absurdity of his brother's anger (2.5.47-8). His assertion that he can feel
anger toward their sister without flying into a rage illustrates the intensity of Ferdinand's
obsession. As her brothers, both men have reason to be disturbed by her conduct, but the
Cardinal is capable of maintaining some semblance of composure; Ferdinand is not. In fact, he
goes so far as to envision their sister laughing at him. Ferdinand speaks to his delusion and tells
her that if she does not speak, his "imagination will carry [him]/ To see her in the shameful act
of sin" (2.5.40-1 ). These lines show how especially strange Ferdinand's obsession is. At this
point he does not threaten the wellbeing of either the Duchess or her unknown lover, but is
apparently enthralled by his sister's sexuality. He does not shy away from the reality of his
sister's erotic activities. Instead, because of his deviant attraction to her, the Duchess's love life
apparently exhilarates him to the point that he threatens to spy on her sexual encounters. This
threat is not the only intimation that Ferdinand finds his sister's exploits exhilarating; his word
choice later in the scene further illustrates his bizarre attraction. Ferdinand refers to his sister' s
lover as the man "who leaps my sister" (2.5.78). Again, rather than being horrified at the thought
of his sister' s sexuality, he uses coarse language to describe it, suggesting that he is jealous rather
than disgusted. Unlike Beatrice, whose erotic desire is visible throughout The Changeling, the
Duchess's sexual deviancy exists only in Ferdinand's imagination, emphasizing the Duchess's
innocence and Ferdinand ' s depravity.
Ferdinand's disturbed interest in his sister's love life extends to the men he imagines her
with, illustrating both the extent of his sexual aberrancy and the beginnings of a lovesick
delusion. His earlier vision morphs into a sort of fantasy as he imagines what kind of man his
sister may be with : " Happily with some strong-thighed bargeman, / Or one o' th' wood yard that
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can quoit the sledge/ Or toss the bar, or else some lovely squire/ That carries coals up to her
privy lodgings" (2.5.42-46). The word " happily," according to editor Leah Marcus 's footnote,
can be a variation of the word "haply," meaning "perhaps" (204n). However, taken simply as the
word "happily," it can also "suggest ambiguity in Ferdinand's reaction to his pornographic
fantasies about his sister" (204n). He is disturbed that his sister is with another man, but his
imaginings and language suggest that he also fantasizes about her exploits. His description of the
Duchess's imaginary sexual partners emphasizes his disturbing obsession with her sexuality;
these men are not ugly or old, but young and strong. The one example that does not imply
strength, the " lovely squire," still implies youth and beauty (2.5.45). Squires were proverbially
lusty, and Ferdinand ' s conception of him also suggests a man who is intimately acquainted with
the Duchess from bringing supplies to her "privy lodgings" (2.5.46). His musings here reflect the
extent of his deviant desires and the distracted mental state they produce, both of which 1ink him
to the deviant Beatrice.
Not only do Ferdinand's erotic desires mirror those of Beatrice, but his capacity for
violence does as well. Once Ferdinand believes his sister is with another man, his sanity begins
to slip, and his sexual frustration manifests as threats to " make a sponge" out of his sister's
"bleeding heart" and rub away his memory of her (2.5.15). The knowledge that the Duchess has
been with another man torments Ferdinand to the point that he wants to destroy not only her
physical form, but aiso the image of her that he holds in his mind. His ianguage becomes more
violent as he works himself into a rage imagining that her child is illegitimate. Ferdinand's
thoughts of " hew[ing] her to pieces" are even more severe than making a sponge of her heart not
only because the language itself is more violent, but also because he does not phrase the action as
a hypothetical situation. He does not say that he may commit this act or that he wants to; instead
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he says "[w]hen I have hewed her to pieces" (2.5.31; emphasis added). Like Beatrice's comment
about her attraction to Deflores, Ferdinand's language here is all the more disturbing because it is
definite. Just like Beatrice cannot accept a life with Piracquo, so Ferdinand cannot accept a life in
which he is not the most important man in the Duchess's life. Her affair maddens him so
completely that it drives him to violent action.
Ferdinand's disordered behavior does not only disconnect madness from female desire;
the play also complicates early modern views of madness by using Ferdinand to combine sexual
depravity with Bedlamite spectacle. Determined to torment his sister as much as possible,
Ferdinand presents the Duchess with wax effigies of her family in an attempt to "bring her to
despair" (4.1.114 ). At this point Ferdinand himself is experiencing despair, as he thinks his
relationship with his sister is destroyed, and he believes the Duchess should suffer as completely
as he does. Yet creating his sister's anguish is not enough for Ferdinand. Although he sees that
the wax figures "plague" the Duchess, he decides she also "needs be mad" (4.1.123). Ferdinand
concocts a scheme for bringing "[a]ll the mad folk" from the local hospital and "plac[ing] them
near her lodging" in an attempt to turn her misery into insanity (4.1.125). As Marcus explains, in
this scene "Ferdinand ... conflate[s] himself with his sister," deciding that "if he is going insane,
then he must also drive her insane" (267n). However, his scheme to drive the Duchess mad does
not work; she says herself that she is "not mad yet" despite all the torments Ferdinand puts upon
her; she dies with dignity, still in full possession of her mind (4.2.23). Ferdinand, on the other
hand, so deeply internalizes the madmen's behavior that he begins to mimic their antics himself
and thus represents not only individualized moral depravity, but also societal corruption.
Ferdinand's mental state deteriorates dramatically after the Duchess's death, transforming
his madness into an absurd spectacle resembling that of the mad caricatures he uses to torment
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his sister. A doctor describes Ferdinand's new illness as a "very pestilent disease ... call[ed]

lycanthropia" (5.2.5-6). He explains that this disorder causes sufferers to "imagine/ Themselves
to be transformed into wolves," howling and tearing up graves in the dead of night (5.2.9-10).
Although this description implies some form of violence, Ferdinand's new madness is less a
source of alarm and more a source of humor. At one point he declares that, in order to exercise
his patience, he will "drive six snails before [him] from this town/ To Moscow" (5.2.41). His
actions and ramblings are completely absurd and thus humorous. He makes no sense, and
continues to talk about herding snails as if they were sheep, saying he will "crawl after like a
sheep-biter" (5.2.44). The lunacy of his speech resembles that of the madmen he sent to torment
the Duchess in Act IV. One madman claims that his "pillow is stuffed with a litter of porcupines"

(4.2 .75) ; another says he has "pared the devil ' s nails forty times, roasted them in raven' s eggs,
and cured agues with them" (4.2.106-8) . Although the men from the madhouse speak in prose
while Ferdinand ' s speech is still verse, the logic and nature of his ramblings mirrors that of the
nameless madmen and thus establishes Ferdinand as a sort of satirical figure commenting on the
absurdity of nobility. Ferdinand's lycanthropic ravings also tum into a sort of show, just like the
madmen from the asylum. Believing his shadow is following him and somehow poses a threat to
his wellbeing, Ferdinand attacks it, declaring that he will "throttle it" and proceeding to fling
himself onto the ground ( 5 .2.34 ). This action is so ridiculous that it is actually funny , especially
in contrast to the rest of the play. Just like the madmen he used to taunt his sister, and even the
madmen in The Changeling, Ferdinand's early modern version of madness is sensational, used
for ente11ainment only. The entire scene illustrates the absurdity of Ferdinand ' s disease,
suggesting that such diagnosed madness is a humorous spectacle. While a doctor comes to help
Ferdinand with his lycanthropy, no one acknowledged his disturbed lovesick obsession with his
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sister or the violence it instigated. Yet, at the same time, his lycanthropy is essentially harmless.
He talks nonsense and throws himself around, but does not plot to kill anyone. It is only the
undiagnosed madness, the subtle mental disturbances that cause real harm.
Although this new absurd manifestation of madness appears to be a deeper state of
insanity than his previous one, it actually allows Ferdinand to become more cognizant of his
previous actions and their consequences. His obsession with his shadow is not merely
entertaining, but a display of his reemerging self-awareness. He believes his shadow is a separate
entity from himself, thinks it is following him around, and exclaims " [s]tay it! Let it not haunt
me!" (5.2.32). In this moment, he is essentially afraid of himself, suggesting that on some level
he recognizes himself as dangerous . This irrational fear also emphasizes his guilty conscience, as
does his use of the word " haunt": the mere representation of himself- his shadow-haunts him
just as his violent actions against the Duchess do. A few lines later he further demonstrates his
recognition of the horrific nature of his actions. When his doctor confronts him, Ferdinand asks
that someone hide him from the physician because he believes " [p]hysicians are like kings- /
They brook no contradiction" (5.2.57-8). Here he compares the man he cuITently fears to nobility
like himself and accurately so. Ferdinand's refusal to tolerate any contradiction led him to his
current state: the Duchess defied his wishes and thus he had to punish her. Yet, by punishing her,
Ferdinand destroyed his own peace of mind. At this point, Ferdinand appears to be more selfaware than he has been throughout the whole play . His sensational display of madness, then, is
not his deteriorating mind , but an acknowledgement of his own immoral actions; similar to the
inmates of the madhouse, this flashy form of madness is not a realistic representation of mental
disturbance but a commentary on the societal expectations of the time .
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His acceptance of fault creates a deep-seated guilt in Ferdinand that propels his
spectacular display. When the doctor describes Ferdinand's condition, he gives an account of the
prince's exploits, including his assertion that "he was a wolf' but his skin was hairy "on the
inside" instead of the outside (5.2.16; 5.2.18). The idea of having hair within his body suggests a
sort of corruption as if he is internally impure. His individual madness again connects to that of
Beatrice: it is driven by immorality. Unlike Beatrice, Ferdinand's encounter with the Bedlamite
display leads him to recognize his own depravity . His assertion that he has hair on the inside
suggests that he sees himself as an unnatural being. Indeed, his erotic desire for his sister and his
indirect murder of her are very abnormal emotions and actions. Ferdinand's conception of his
illness thus reflects the guilt he feels for his deeds . He recognizes that his feelings are morally
wrong and twisted, a fact that Beatrice never recognizes about herself. Marcus even proposes
that the idea of having hair on the inside also "suggests a hair shirt worn for penance," further
illustrating Ferdinand ' s feelings of remorse (301n). Later, as he rambles about his shadow,
Ferdinand compares catching it to "suffering death and damnation" (303n). He says "[w]hen I go
to hell, I mean to carry a bribe; / For ... good gifts evermore make way/ For the worst persons"
(5.2.37-9). His assertion that he will go to hell shows that he recognizes that he has committed a
serious crime by having his sister killed. He also believes that he is one of the "worst persons,"
implying that he recognizes his responsibility for the terrible violence inflicted on his sister. This
reveiation begins earlier when he sees his sister's dead body. After Bosola explains that he killed
the Duchess on Ferdinand's authority, Ferdinand asks "[w]as I her judge?" (4.2.288). He
acknowledges the fallacy of his authority, saying that Boso la cannot "find this judgement
registered" anywhere except " in hell" (4.2.293-4). As he realizes the consequences of his actions,
hi s fantasy falls away and he is immersed in the ugly reality he created for himself.
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Ferdinand's death scene reveals the full extent of his grief and recognition of his guilt.
Just before Ferdinand dies, Boso la comments that the prince "seems/ To come to himself now
he 's so near the bottom" (5.5.67-8). Ferdinand acknowledges what he has done in his last three
lines, suggesting that Bosola's observation is true: as Ferdinand faces death, he has a moment of
clarity in which he recognizes that his own depravity caused his downfall. He cries out: "My
sister, oh, my sister- there's the cause on't. I ' Whether we fall by ambition, blood or lust,/ Like
diamonds we are cut with our own dust" (5.5.69-71). His first words-"my sister"--emphasiz e
not only his obsession but also his loss. Ferdinand's attraction to the Duchess, her decision to
marry against his will , and thus her rejection of him as both advisor and lover were all the origins
of this moment before Ferdinand's death. The quotation following his cry illustrates the
intricacies of his downfall. His own blood and lust defeat him. His sister- his flesh and bloodis the subject of his obsession, which drove him to murder and madness. Lust powered the
obsession itself. His comparison of himse lf to diamonds also reflects the reality of his fall. Only
diamonds can cut diamonds, and so Ferdinand ' s own substance-the obsession that led him to
torment and kill the Duchess-was the only thing that could destroy him.
Conclusion

The complexity of Ferdinand's madness reflects the complexity of early modern ideas of
mental disturbance. Although The Changeling and The Duchess of Malji apparently deal with the
same social and cultural conflicts, when closely read the latter proves to be a more complex
examination of madness in general. Unlike The Changeling, The Duchess of Malji rejects the
conventional idea that female sexuality is innately immoral and instead suggests that sexuality in
general is respectable unless misdirected, as is Ferdinand ' s. Although it maintains the spectacle
of Bedlamite madness, a dramatic element used more to attract audiences than anything else, The
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Duchess of Malji complicates contemporary ideas about madness and immorality through the
characters of the Duchess and Ferdinand. While many formalist critics contend that the fifth act
of The Duchess of Malji is superfluous because the title character dies in Act IV, Act V is
essential to the play 's examination human psychology. The final act shows the ultimate
consequences of the sexual depravity that Ferdinand demonstrates throughout the play. The

Duchess of Malji is often read as a commentary on religious morality, gender roles, or class
distinctions, but its unique portrayal of mental disturbance must not be ignored. Madness in The

Duchess of Malji is not simply nameless men ranting nonsense ; it is the complexity of human
desire and remorse.
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